Speculation over a global rise in jellyfish populations has become widespread in the 36 scientific literature but until recently the purported 'global increase' had not been tested. 37
of individual scientists to maintain a solid grasp on literature that underpinned rigorous 91 citation practices in the past. As a result, there is growing concern and evidence that 92 citation practices may be prone to considerable errors of accuracy and bias (Harzing, 93 2002; Todd et al., 2007; 2010) . 94
95
Following a qualitative study pointing at gross misquotations (Harzing, 1995 ), Harzing 96 (2002 conducted a pioneering quantitative analysis of citation networks to show that 97 poor citation practices had created the false perception that repatriation rates of foreign 98 workers were high. More recently, Todd et al. (2007; 2010) observed high and 99 consistent rates of mis-citation in general ecology and marine biology literatures with 100 only 76.1% and 75.8% of citations respectively clearly supporting the assertions made 101 in each discipline. Errors of accuracy in citation are particularly concerning because 102 F o r P e e r R e v i e w F o r P e e r R e v i e w or "trend"; "increase" or "increasing" or "rise" or "rising"; "global" or "worldwide" or 136 "regional" or "region". 137
138
The compiled literature was sorted in two stages. First, we searched for statements on 139 jellyfish population trends. Only statements about historical (rather than future) trends 140 in jellyfish populations were included. We included generic statements (i.e. those 141 without a spatial reference) and statements that referred to global or multi-regional 142 spatial scales. Papers with regional/local statements were excluded, unless other papers 143 cited them. An important caveat is that our goal was not to report on any findings of the 144 authors, but to specify trend statements made by authors at global or multi-regional 145 scales. Hence, such statements usually did not stem from the results presented and were 146 often encountered in the introduction or discussion/conclusions section supported by 147 reference to previous research rather than the research presented in the paper being 148 assessed. Because we only assessed papers published prior to the first global analysis of 149 jellyfish populations (Brotz et al., 2012) , none of the statements found could have been 150 based on a formal global analysis and, therefore, were necessarily supported by 151 inferences made by prior research. Papers making statements that referenced other 152 sources were defined as 'citing papers' and papers used to support these statements 153 were 'cited papers'. Papers that were not available in digital form were scanned and 154 included in the database Sanz-Martín et al., 2016. . 155 156 Statements of the citing papers were classified into 5 spatial categories and 6 degrees of 157 affirmation. The spatial categories were: 1) generic (no spatial context provided); 2) 158 global; 3) multiple regions, 4) regional and 5) cannot verify. For analyses, categories 1 159 and 2 were combined (generic/global) because, whether or not intended by the author, 160 statements that were not framed within a spatial context can be interpreted by others to 161 refer to a generic situation and, therefore, contribute to the perception that increases in 162 jellyfish populations were occurring throughout the world's oceans. The affirmation 163 degrees were: 1) are or have been increasing; 2) may be or appear to be increasing; 3) 164 equivocal; 4) decreasing; 5) no trend statement and 6) cannot verify. For instance, 165 Brodeur et al. (2011) wrote "Evidence is accumulating that gelatinous zooplankton 166
populations have increased recently in many regions of the world (Purcell et al., 2007; 167 Richardson et al., 2009) ." This statement was classified as "multiple regions" and "are 168 increasing" (Sanz-Martín et al., 2016.) . 169 When papers contained multiple statements, the paper was categorized using the 171 broadest spatial scale it referred to and its maximum degree of affirmation regarding 172 trends in jellyfish populations. The category of "equivocal" referred to several 173 conditions that included statements that trends were unclear or variable, that there were 174 no representative data or evidence from which to draw conclusions or that some species 175 were increasing whilst others were not. 176
177
Citations classified as "cannot verify" referred to entire volumes of conference or 178 workshop proceedings that were cited without identifying individual papers within the 179 volume supporting the claim. Three such volumes, Purcell et al. (2001) , CIESM (2001) 180 and Dumont et al. (2004) , have been cited 5, 2, and 1 times, respectively (from 306 181 citations) (Sanz-Martín et al., 2016.) . Some books, despite being correctly cited, could 182 not be included in our study because they cannot be tracked in WOK. Citations of 183 papers written in Chinese, Japanese or Russian with English abstracts in support of 184 statements on jellyfish trends were excluded from the analysis. 185
186
Each statement was independently assessed by two of the authors. Whenever the 187 classifications were disputed, a third author was consulted and the statement was 188 discussed until a consensus was reached, thereby providing rigorous quality control of 189 the data set (Sanz-Martín et al., 2016) . 190
The second stage involved assessing the content of the papers cited to support 191 statements on jellyfish population trends. Whereas we excluded regional studies from 192 citing papers, cited papers often comprised regional studies because statements on 193 generic, global and multi-regional trends were actually based on the aggregation of 194 references to regional studies. Appropriateness of each citation was evaluated, 195 following and adapting the method proposed by Todd et al. (2007) and a numerical 196 score was assigned. Six categories of appropriateness were assigned one of 3 values to 197 create a quantitative appropriateness score. Categories and values were: 1) supported 198 (score = 0), where the statement was well defined and the cited paper provided explicit 199 support using affirmations in the text or outcomes presented; 2) ambiguous (score = 1), 200 ambiguous affirmations were not inconsistent with the statement but precluded a clear 201 interpretation of the statement. This category was usually assigned when all references 202 21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60   F  o  r  P  e  e  r  R  e  v  i  e  w were placed at the end of a sentence instead of after the appropriate phrase within a 203 sentence, thereby preventing unambiguous assessment of which phrase the reference 204 was intended to support; 3) empty citations (score = 1), where the statement in the cited 205 paper referred to by the citing paper was not an outcome of the research presented in the 206 cited paper, but referred to prior research (Harzing, 2002; also called "lazy author 207 syndrome" by Gavras, 2002) . These statements were typically found in the introduction 208 and were used to frame the research of the cited paper; 4) selective (score = 1), where a 209 paper was cited despite that paper also having presented information that did not 210 support the statement; 5) cannot verify (score = 1), where a statement was supported by 211 a reference to a volume or conference proceeding, rather than any specific chapter or 212 paper, and 6) unsupported (score = 3), where the citing paper contained no statement 213 that could possibly support the affirmation made in the citing paper. Unsupported 214 statements were assigned the higher value of 3 because the use of references that did not 215 in any way support the statement was considered to reflect a much more serious citation 216 error than those that were cited selectively or ambiguously. 217
The Todd classification (i.e. the appropriateness assessment) did not necessarily align 218 with the selected statement for the network because the most extreme statement issued 219 in a paper was always selected and a Todd classification could differ from the most 220 extreme statement if the author also issued more moderate or even contrasting 221 statements. As with the statement classifications, every appropriateness assessment was 222 independently assessed by two authors and a third author was consulted if the 223 classifications differed. In case of disagreement between assessors, we generally 224 converged towards a more conservative classification of spatial scale. Out of 159 225 papers included in the network, the original classifications of spatial scale and degree of 226 affirmation assigned by each assessor differed 17 and 7 times, respectively. Hence, 227 although the classification statements involved a degree of subjective interpretation, this 228 only led to the assignment of categories varying in < 10% of the cases. 229
230
Following the previous example to illustrate the process, Brodeur et al. (2011 ) cites 231 Purcell et al. (2007 and Richardson et al. (2009) in support of a statement that 232 gelatinous zooplankton populations "are increasing" at "multiple regions" (Sanz-233 Martín et al., 2016) . The citation to Purcell et al. (2007) is "selective" (score = 1) 234 21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59 Sanz-Martín et al., 2016) . The citation to Richardson et al. (2009) is "supported" 239 (score = 0) because this paper was done in response to claims of increasing jellyfish 240 populations and it states that, "a picture is now emerging of more severe and frequent 241 outbreaks in many areas" and it issued no caveats to that statement. Therefore the mis-242 citing score (defined as the sum of appropriateness scores) of Brodeur et al. (2011) is 1 243 and given that this paper was not cited by other authors in support of jellyfish trends, it 244 does not have a mis-cited score (Sanz-Martín et al., 2016) . In contrast, Dong et al. 245 (2010) (Arai, 2001; Graham, 2001; Mills, 2001; Purcell, 2005; 248 Purcell et al., 2007; Uye, 2008; Zhang et al., 2009; Richardson et al., 2009) ". This 249 statement was classified as "are increasing" and "global/generic" because the authors 250 claim it is a "worldwide" phenomenon and the accompanying citations were 251 "unsupported" (score = 3 per citation) as none of them carried out a global analysis to 252 achieve this conclusion except Zhang et al. (2009) , which was excluded because it was 253 written in Chinese and could not be evaluated, and the citation to Richardson et al. 254 (2009) that was classified as "supported" (score = 0) for the same reason stated for 255 Brodeur et al. (2011) . The mis-citing score of Dong et al. (2010) , therefore, is 18, 256 involving 14.3% appropriate and 85.7% inappropriate citations. This paper has only 257 been cited once in support of jellyfish trends and the assessment was "supported" (score 258 = 0), so its mis-cited score is 0 (Sanz-Martín et al., 2016.) 
Citation network and its topological analysis 265
We used the classification of trend statements, citation threads and citation assessment 266 to build a citation network (Fig. 1) indicates the affirmation degree and its shape represents the spatial category of the 272 statement (Fig. 1, Appendix 1 contains a colour-blind friendly network) . 273
274
The citation network (Fig. 1) 'citing only' papers, 27% were 'cited only' papers, and 15.7% of papers were both 293 'citing & cited' papers. 3.8% of papers claimed jellyfish trend statements, but they were 294 classified as 'neither citing nor cited' papers because they did not support their claims 295 with citations and no other papers cite them. 1.9% of papers were cited papers that 296 could not be verified. The 'citing only' papers and the 'citing & cited' papers contained 297 at least one statement that cited between one and eight papers in support of a statement 298 on jellyfish trends. Seventy-seven per cent of the 'cited only' papers provided 299 statements on jellyfish trends, whereas 23% did not contain any statement on jellyfish 300 trends despite being cited to this end. 301 (Brotz et al., 2012; Condon et al., 2013) , 27% of the papers contained such a 314 statement and all argued for a global rise in jellyfish (Table 1) . Similar inferences 315 however, would have been legitimate for the multi-regional trend statements (34%, 316 Table 1 ), which often appropriately cited several region-specific papers to support their 317 statement. In our network, 16% of the total evaluated papers (25 out of 159) were 'cited 318 only' studies. As has been shown, most statements focused on increases and neglected 319 the evidence for equivocal and variable trends (12 papers cite 29 other studies in 320 reference to equivocal trends and only 1.3% were inappropriate, Table 1 and Table 3) , 321 despite monotonous jellyfish declines being almost as represented as reports of 322 increases (cf. Condon et al., 2013) . 323
324
The cumulative number of citing papers classified as "are increasing" and "may be 325
increasing" displayed a rapid increase, at a rate of 64.1% and 23.8% per year, and 326 papers classified as "equivocal" at a slower rate of 9.7%, from the first papers that 327 discussed possible trends and cited any source (Fig. 2) . The first cited paper we found in 328 support of statements on trends in jellyfish populations was Legovic (1987) but it was 329 not until the late 1990s that cited papers started to increase in the literature. The first 330 highly cited paper within the network (which received 18 citations in support of 331 jellyfish population trends) was Brodeur et al. (1999) , which concluded that in the 332
Bering Sea, "the biomass of large jellyfish has increased dramatically in the 1990s 333 compared with the previous decade". This paper attracted considerable attention (Fig. 3 , 334 (2001) 358 also reflects the difficulties authors had in correctly assigning conclusions to papers that 359 provide ambiguous conclusions. 360
361
Five of the eleven most-cited papers in our network were reviews. Of the remaining six 362 papers, which reported primary observations, two papers reported definite regional and 363 multiregional increases (Brodeur et al., 1999; Lynam et al., 2006) , two papers reported 364 possible increases (Brodeur et al., 2002; Link & Ford, 2006) and one paper reported 365 equivocal trends (Graham, 2001a) (Fig. 3 , Table 2 ). The top three and the top eleven 366 most-cited papers accumulated a cited frequency of 37% and 59% of all the citations, 367 respectively (Table 2) . 368 369 Table 2 ). Five of the 11 most cited papers do not cite previous studies 373 regarding global or multi-regional trends in jellyfish populations (i.e. they are 'cited 374 only' papers). Thus, these papers had zero betweenness centrality and they contributed 375 the initiate the perception. Richardson et al. (2009) appropriately cited (100% "supported"), because this paper could be cited as evidence 383 for concern about increases in jellyfish numbers (Fig. 3 , Table 2 ). 384 385 Mis-citation was evident in the network ( Fig. 1 ) with 48.9% of the citations being 386 considered inappropriate for the statements they purport to support (Fig. 4 , Table 3 ). 387
The citing papers that had the most inappropriate citations were those that asserted that 388 jellyfish are increasing at both global/generic and multi-regional scales (34.6%, Fig. 4 , 389 Table 3 ) whereas those papers that stated that jellyfish may be increasing at global, 390 generic or multi-regional scales were less prone to poor citation practices (13.1%, Fig.  391 4, Table 3 (Brodeur et al., 2008) . Numerous papers published after 442 Brodeur et al. (2008) , however, continue to cite Brodeur (2002) Mills poses a question in the title that is not clearly answered in the text and, in 465 searching for answers, the reader might focus on selected sentences thereby choosing to 466 ignore the balanced account of evidence for increases and decreases that Mills (2001) 467 presented throughout her paper (Fig. 3, Table 2 ). Imprecise and ambiguous language 468 may also introduce uncertainty into our analysis as we assigned statements to one of 469 several categories, implying that authors citing such papers will also find difficulties to 470 constrain the domain of the statement. For instance, Lynam et al. (2006) reports 471 reported (Dawson et al., 2001; Mills, 2001) in the literature addressing jellyfish population trends. We also provide evidence of 503 inappropriate citation of papers with variable or ambiguous conclusions, propelling the 504 rapid growth of statements that jellyfish numbers are, or may be, rising globally. We 505 concluding that jellyfish blooms are not rising when in fact they might be are higher 509 than the reverse, a concern that has been recently highlighted by Richardson et al. 510 (2012) . Our results suggest the accumulation of multiple lines of evidence occasionally 511 forms an imprecise framework statement (e.g. assertions of jellyfish increasing globally 512 or generic populations based on "equivocal" and "regional" conclusions) that can be 513 easily propagated. Guidelines to robust citation practices highlight the importance of 514 including the citation immediately after the phrase that calls on it and avoiding the 515 clustering of references at the end of a sentence (Dupps, 2003) . This helps clarify which 516 statement each reference supports. It is also important to provide a balanced account of 517 the research question discussed, acknowledge the caveats the authors introduced, and 518 actively search for counter-evidence (Harzing, 2002) . However, the onus of avoiding 519 mis-citations also rest on the authors, who should not only ensure they adhere to robust 520 citation practices but that that they too avoid ambiguous statements that may lead to 521 misinterpretations. Catchy, declaratory titles are conducive to misinterpretations as they 522 typically capture only some of the findings reported, which might direct citing readers 523 to focus on the conclusion highlighted in the title. Furthermore, we highlight the 524 importance of adhering to best practices in hypothesis testing enabling strong inferences 525 in science (Platt, 1964) . As a community, we must ensure our statements about 526 scientific findings in general are accurately substantiated and carefully communicated, 527 thereby minimizing the possibility of being mis-cited, such that incorrect perceptions, as 528 in the case of jellyfish blooms, do not develop in the absence of rigorous testing and 529 robust evidence. 530
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We are confident that the changes and modifications made have greatly improved the manuscript and we hope that you will find the manuscript acceptable for publication in Global Ecology and Biogeography in its present form.
Yours sincerely, Marina Sanz-Martín and Co-authors.
Responses to Comments

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF'S COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
Please look for reasonably pain-free ways of shortening the manuscript slightly. Importantly, please do not allow it to grow in size.
Comment and action: We agree, some paragraphs have been summarized and others have been omitted to do not repeat the same issues. Now it contains 5510 words. We hope that you will find this length acceptable.
----------------EDITOR'S COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
Editor: Tittensor, Derek
Comments to the Author:
The authors have carefully addressed the points of the reviewer, and I am happy that they have done so effectively. I do have, however, a few issues that I'd like to see addressed:
1) Firstly, it would be great if the authors could provide some suggestions as to how people might NOT be mis-cited. There is much in the discussion about how the factors that lead to mis-citation, and the suggestion that 'we must ensure our statements about scientific findings in general are accurately substantiated and carefully communicated such that incorrect perceptions'. It would be good to see an example of how to do this, perhaps from a paper with 'ambiguous' findings. Are there any commonalities to the papers that are NOT mis-cited in terms of Comment: Thank you for your suggestion, this reflexion has helped to close properly the manuscript and provide a take-home-message.
Action: The next paragraph has been included.
Line 547: "Guidelines to robust citation practices highlight the importance of including the citation immediately after the phrase that calls on it and avoid clustering references at the end of a sentence (Dupps, 2003) . This helps clarify which statement each reference supports. It is also important to provide a balanced account of the research question discussed and acknowledge the caveats the authors introduced, and actively search for counter-evidence (Harzing, 2002) . However, the onus of avoiding miss-citations also rest on the authors, who should not only ensure they adhere to robust citation practices but that that they too avoid ambiguous statements that may lead to misinterpretations. Catchy, declaratory titles are conducive to misinterpretations as they typically captured only some of the findings reported, which might direct citing readers to focus on the conclusion highlighted in the title. Furthermore we highlight the importance of adhering to best practices in hypothesis testing enabling strong inferences in science (Platt, 1964) . As a community, we must ensure our statements about scientific findings in general are accurately substantiated and carefully communicated, thereby minimizing the possibility of being mis-cited, such that incorrect perceptions, as in the case of jellyfish blooms, do not develop in the absence of rigorous testing and robust evidence."
One perhaps amusing thought: the authors highlight a paper (Mills 2001) where the title poses a question in terms of 'jellyfish blooms... increasing globally'. I note that the author's one title includes very similar wording: 'global trend towards increased jellyfish blooms.' How would they ensure that their own paper is not mis-cited by someone skimming the literature? Would it pass the test? Would it be better phrased as 'mis-perception of a global trend in jellyfish blooms'? Something to think about.
Comment: The word "perception" has been used to highlight that the suspected rising trend cannot be fully supported with the data available and the global trend of jellyfish blooms remains inconclusive. Thereby, the word "mis-perception" won't be appropriate. (Brotz et al., 2012) "; it can be classified as "global/generic" and "are increasing" and this citation is "supported".
2) I would like to see the authors mention, perhaps in the abstract and introduction, the current understanding of global trends in jellyfish blooms, which seems to be ambiguous from the two meta-analyses.
Comment: We agree.
Action: the Introduction now highlights that this perception remains inconclusive with a final sentence on the following paragraph.
Line 109: "prior to the two meta-analyses that finally tested the hypotheses (Brotz et al. 2012; Condon et al. 2013 ). These meta-analyses provided evidence of increasing jellyfish blooms in 28 of 45 (i.e. 62%) Large Marine Ecosystems investigated (Brotz et al., 2012) and 30% of long-term records of jellyfish abundance (Condon et al., 2013) , with the latter also indicating that global jellyfish populations undergo multi-decadal cycles. Hence, whereas the hypothesis that jellyfish may be rising globally cannot be rejected, it cannot be fully supported with the data available and the global trend of jellyfish blooms remains inconclusive.
Here we examine how the perception that jellyfish blooms are rising, developed in absence of quantitative meta-analysis and solid evidence."
3) One question about the methods. The following quote ' "Over the last decade, a significant increase in jellyfish blooms has been observed worldwide in marine ecosystems and are becoming seen as an indicator of a state shift in pelagic ecosystems (Arai, 2001; Graham, 2001; Mills, 2001; Purcell, 2005; Purcell et al., 2007; Uye, 2008; Zhang et al., 2009; Richardson et al., 2009 )". This statement was classified as "are increasing" and "global/generic" and all of the accompanying citations as "unsupported" (score = 3 per citation) as none of these papers carried out a global analysis to achieve this conclusion except Zhang et al. (2009)' Is it possible that by the 'worldwide' in the cited statement the original authors meant that there are cases of jellyfish blooms in numerous parts of the world, and hence it is a worldwide phenomenon? If so, it seems a bit harsh to label the accompanying citations as unsupported, since in conjunction they might suggest a worldwide pattern (and of course, they may not).
We agree partially, as the author should not leave the statement open to interpretation, and in this case the use of the term "worldwide" would have been inadequate if the authors would indeed have liked to indicate "in numerous parts of the world" as worldwide is not a synonymous for "numerous parts of the world". This maybe a case for imprecision, but the consequence is that the statement is unsupported.
However, we indeed acknowledge that our interpretation of the statements can be challenged and, hence, this is the main reason of making available our database as an Excel file in Digital-CSIC under the reference Sanz-Martín et al., 2016, which is 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 F o r P e e r R e v i e w already available to let you consult the data set and show the comments that justify the inappropriate classifications. During the submission it was not possible to attach the database as Excel because it was automatically converted into PDF, thereby loosing the comments inserted in the cells that justified them. The dataset will be available in DIGITAL.CSIC with the reference: The citation to this data set was mentioned in the previous submission. The reference to Appendix S1 and S2 has been replaced by Sanz-Martín et al., 2016 in lines: 155, 169, 186, 195, 246, 259, 273, 299 and 310 . Appendix S3 has been replaced by Appendix 1 in line 273, colour-blind friendly network.
To clarify why it has been classified as "global/generic" we have included the following sentence:
Line 269: "This statement was classified as "are increasing" and "global/generic" because the authors claim it is a "worldwide" phenomenon and the accompanying citations were "unsupported" (score = 3 per citation) as none of them carried out a global analysis to achieve this conclusion except..." 4) Finally, the authors could run through the paper and give it a quick edit for clarity. Eg p31: 'Finally 3.8% of papers claimed jellyfish trend statements without supporting these claims with citations but other papers did not cite their claims; and 1.9% were cited papers that could not be verified' could be better worded. I suggest that a careful edit might make the paper flow a little better for the reader.
Actions:
Line 326: "3.8% of papers claimed jellyfish trend statements, but they were classified as 'neither citing nor cited' papers because they did not support their claims with citations and no other papers cite them. 1.9% of papers were cited papers that could not be verified." Comment: In order to shorten the manuscript the following changes have been made. Line 116: Omit the paragraph "The role of mis-citation in developing this perception was provided by a seminal paper, which pointed to outbreaks of jellyfish being the result of the widespread degradation of the oceans (Jackson et al., 2001) . Despite Jackson et al. (2001) did not make a statement on jellyfish population trends; they provided only anecdotal evidence from a single location and study, Newell (1988) , to support this claim. However, it is the most cited paper among those referring to the global rise of jellyfish in the context of global impacts in the ocean ecosystem, having received 4,523 cites according to Google Scholar (accessed January 2016)."
And mention this case only in the Discussion as follows:
Line 464: "First, Jackson et al. (2001) , a highly cited paper in the context of global impacts in the ocean ecosystem (4,523 cites according to Google Scholar, January 2016) proposed that oceanic degradation resulted, among other consequences, in outbreaks of jellyfish, providing only anecdotal evidence from a single location and study, Newell (1988) , to support this claim."
Omit the sentence in line 182: "Citing entire volumes like these in support of trends in jellyfish population represent examples of poor citation practices."
Omit the paragraph in line 229 since it does not provide relevant information: "Statements in which the spatial scale was originally classified as "global/generic" were reclassified as "multiple regions" 12 times, "regional" statements were reclassified as "global/generic" 3 times and "multiple regions" were reclassified as "global/generic" twice, indicating that, in case of disagreement between assessors, we generally converged towards a more conservative classification of spatial scale. Changes in the degree of affirmation varied ("equivocal" statements were reclassified as "are increasing" and "may be increasing" once; "may be increasing" statements were reclassified as "are increasing" twice, and "are increasing" statements were reclassified as "may be increasing" twice and "may be increasing" was reclassified as "equivocal" once)."
Line 311: Omit the paragraph in line 317: "In the citation network, he in-degree and the out-degree of a node are associated with the citing frequency and the cited frequency of paper respectively, and represent how often paper i cites other papers and how often is cited by other papers in the network."
And include the information summarized in the previous paragraph, line 281: "1) indegree and out-degree of nodes, which are the number of incoming arrows and outgoing arrow respectively and represent how often paper i cites other papers (citing frequency) and how often it is cited by other papers (cited frequency); and 2) betweenness centrality, b i , that estimates the fraction of all shortest paths connecting any pair of nodes that pass through node i (Freeman, 1977) ."
Add the sentence in line 420: "...these papers had zero betweenness centrality and they contributed the initiate the perception."
Line 470 as been rewritten as follows "The fourth phase involves the present study, which follows the thread of citations in support of jellyfish trend statements Brotz et al. (2012) and Condon et al. (2013) to previous speculative studies because available evidence is still subject to different interpretations. Poor citation practices lends credence to the perception of a global trend toward increased jellyfish blooms which may be less likely once more quantitative data are available and increasing data availability limits the margin for misinterpreting results. "
Line 504: The sentence "Our study confirms that that mis-citation facilitated the perception of rising jellyfish populations." Has been added.
Line 557: the addition of "or false negatives" to facilitate the reading.
Line 30: Change to "Words in main body: 5477," and "Words in the Abstract: 173" Although I have listed 4 concerns, these are all quite minor, and suggestions for improvement rather than problems with the manuscript. This could be an important, controversial, and highly-cited manuscript. I suggest that if the authors can return a minor revision in short order, the manuscript would be suitable for publication. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47 
Dr. Derek Tittensor, Editor
